dog hunter is a company specializing in the design, development and production of IoT WiFi modules, supported by the Linino distribution, and in the development of sensor control and management solutions for the educational, hobby, and industrial sectors, and for consumer products.

Zug, September 1, 2014 - Established in 2010, dog hunter is today one of the very few companies able to develop, produce and distribute on a global scale IoT WiFi modules based on Qualcomm technology aimed at custom and industrial markets.

“As a convergence of technology companies” said Mr Musto, founder and current CEO, “dog hunter aggregates a wide range of skills that allow us to bring together the age of IoT, combining open source software (Linux) and open source hardware (IP enhanced microchip).”

Through its brand Linino, dog hunter develops forward looking applications that will make life safer, more enjoyable and more productive.

Linino is a Linux distribution based on OpenWRT with more than 3000 available packages, to each one of which a GPG digital signature was assigned.

dog hunter's first business objective is to deliver hardware and software solutions for the educational and hobby markets: among DIY enthusiasts and Maker Faire attendees, dog hunter’s Linino ONE and Arduino(TM) YUN are very well known modules today throughout the world in this explosive market segment.

dog hunter additionally is a company specializing also in the development of solutions for the control and management of sensors, for both the industrial and consumer automation areas.
“Where social media changed human communication” still said Mr Musto “IoT will revolutionize how we interact with the physical hardware and software creating applications of all types and will help us manage the complexities of modern life”

From its headquarters in the USA, in Europe and in Taiwan, dog hunter has assembled a world-class management team and content partners.

At the beginning of 2014 DH Labs was born. It is a dog hunter controlled company and, at the same time, a spin off of the Engineering Faculty of the University of Studies of Messina. DH Labs aims to create a community of developers/users of Linino products, to whom hardware and software support is offered, exploiting the possibilities offered by the Cloud. At the University of Messina a research team has been working for years now, led by Professor Antonio Puliafito, judged by a very recent study produced by Hamburg University as the fourth researcher in the world for the number of publications dedicated to Cloud Computing. This researchers team has developed a long list of projects focused on the implementation and development of e-infrastructures.

“DH Labs is for dog hunter an important ongoing investment and will provide increased intellectual dividends as the IoT marketplace expands. It is a way to make the most out of a wealth of competencies and experience, grown within a university, but ready to bear fruits on the market”, declared Federico Musto, CEO dog hunter LLC.
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